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SKU Item designation RGA
French

Law
Caliber

Chamber
(mm)

Shots Chokes
Barrel
(cm)

Length
(cm)

MSRP

BRO5543
Semi-auto SX4 Field 12M
rifles - Cal. 12/76 - Canon

71 cm 
BD492 C cal. 12  76 mm  3  3 I.C.  71  122  

1099.00 € incl.
tax

BRO5544
Semi-auto SX4 Field 12M
rifles - Cal. 12/76 - Canon

76 cm 
BD493 C cal. 12  76 mm  3  3 I.C.  76  127  

1099.00 € incl.
tax

A lighter, faster and more ergonomic rifle!
Its walnut stock with satin oil finish and its matte black frame make it a classic and powerful weapon at the
same time.
This semi-automatic 12 Magnum shotgun provides exceptional shooting speed.
Thanks to its Back bored barrel and its "Active Valve" system, you can use any type of ammunition, from the
lightest to the heaviest, including steel pellets.

Stock length: 36.7 cm - Front comb slope: 3.8 cm - Rear comb slope: 4.8 cm
Rail width: 12mm

Comes with 3 Invector Plus chokes (3/4, 1/2, 1/4)

1. Inflex Technology Bedplate

The internal structure of the Inflex Technology plate has been specifically designed to force the busc to move
away from the face when firing. The ideal contact area of the Super X4 thus offers optimum protection
against recoil even when the heaviest loads are used.

2. Improved ergonomics

Winchester engineers thought of the ergonomics of the rifle by operating on several factors. The overall
lightening of the rifle for a perfect balance. The refining of the pistol grip for a better grip. Ambidextrous
character that will suit both left-handed and right-handed.

3. Larger lock lever and wider release button

The new Super X4 features a wider lock lever and an oversized unlock button for faster operation; two very
important features when your hands are cold and wet or while wearing gloves. The carrier and release button
are coated with Teflon Nickel to reduce friction and prevent corrosion.

4. Ambidextrous security

The wider ambidextrous safety button, easier to operate, is located at the rear of the angular profile bridge
and is easily reversible for right and left handed shooters. The dimensions of the bridge are generous for ease
of access, even wearing thick gloves.

5. The Active Valve System
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The Super X4 rifle was designed to provide the most reliable, fastest and lowest back semi-automatic rifle. It
operates as simply as possible using the Active Valve gas piston, which adjusts automatically to reliably use
a wide range of loads.

6. Canon Back-bored

Back-bored Technology guns allow the best use of cartridge performance. With the Super X4 you can shoot
with all types of ammunition: from light loads to heavy loads magnum including steel balls.

Les prix de vente conseillés sont mentionnés à titre indicatif. Les armuriers sont libres de vendre au prix
qu'ils souhaitent. Textes et photos non contractuels, sujet à modification.


